A quantitative approach to spatiotemporal data is to perform spatial or temporal analysis fixing time or location (Langran, 1992, pages 11^12) . A summary statistic, such as the number or area of polygons, is calculated for each time and its change is discussed on the temporal axis. Otherwise, a quantitative measure of temporal changes, say, an increase in polygon number, is calculated in certain spatial units and its spatial distribution is analyzed. Unfortunately, these methods do not consider spatiotemporality explicitly; fixing either space or time (or both) implies ignorance of dynamics of spatial phenomena. They use only a part of spatiotemporal information, and consequently cannot even detect changes of individual polygons mentioned above. It is obviously desirable in spatiotemporal analysis to take dynamics into account explicitly.
To make full use of spatiotemporal data, in this paper I propose a new method for analyzing changes in polygon distributions. Among various types of polygons, I focus on spatially exclusive and unmovable polygons whose changes are discrete. Administrative units, land-use types, and densely populated areas belong to this category. Market areas of retail stores and catchment areas of private schools are also within the scope of this paper if they are defined as spatially exclusive. The method is designed for exploratory data analysis (Anselin, 1998; Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997; Tukey, 1977) where a huge amount of data are dealt with. This is because spatiotemporal data sets are usually so massive that exploratory analysis is necessary to understand its global trend and to find interesting local patterns, followed by a confirmatory analysis including spatiotemporal modelling.
The following section begins with inference of changes in polygon distributions. Changes are deduced from layer-based spatiotemporal data of polygons. This gives a representation of topological changes by a directed graph. A qualitative description of metric changes in polygons is then proposed. Combination of topological and metric changes provides a rich representation of changes; spatiotemporal concepts such as expansion and shrinkage are defined in a formal manner. Spatiotemporal distribution of changes is exploratorily analyzed through visualization and calculation of numerical indices. The focus then moves from individual changes to their sequences. Sequences of changes are classified based on their elements and their spatial distribution is visually analyzed. A method for detecting distinctive change patterns is also proposed. In order to test the validity of the method, in section 3 I empirically analyze changes in the market areas of a convenience store chain in Tokyo, Japan. In section 4, I summarize the conclusions with discussion.
Methodology
Spatiotemporal data modelled as polygons are usually provided as a set of layers, each of which indicates a snapshot of polygon distributions at a certain time. For example, maps representing distributions of residential areas in 1980, 1985, 1990, and 1995 are digitized into four separate layers. This type of spatiotemporal representation is assumed in the following.
Suppose m polygon sets G 1 , G 2 , .XX, G m , where G i represents a set of polygons at a time t i . A set of G i consists of n i polygons labelled P i 1 , P i 2 , .XX, P in i (figure 1). Let G be the union of the sets G 1 , G 2 , .XX, G m , that is, Let us consider a pair of polygon sets G i and G i1 that are temporally neighboring in G. Since there are numerous possible sequences of polygon changes from G i and G i1 (figure 2), some principle is necessary to choose the most plausible one. We follow a simple, but reasonable, principle öthe principle of change without redundancy, that is, we assume that more than one change does not occur at any location between neighboring times (Sadahiro and Umemura, 2001) . If a point is covered by polygons at both t i and t i1 , it has to be covered throughout this period. In figure 3 (see over), for example, point A was covered by polygons at t 1 and t 2 . Therefore, the principle excludes the change in figure 3(a) because the polygon at t 1 totally disappeared before t 2 ; two changes occur at point A during this period. Therefore the change shown in figure 3(b) would appear to be more plausible than that of figure 3(a).
This principle provides a rule of inference. If two polygons P ij and P i1Y k overlap each other, we deduce that a part (or the whole) of P ij turned into P i1Y k . If P ij overlaps P i1Y k and P i1Y k1 , we believe that P ij was divided into two polygons. Inference of changes between different times can be easily done by overlay operation in GIS. The inference process is repeated for all temporarily neighboring pairs of polygons to describe all topological changes in polygons that occurred from t 1 to t m . Figure 1 . An example of polygon sets at t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , and t 4 . Gray shade indicates the polygons of the previous time.
Figure 2. Possible changes from G i to G i1 . Gray shade indicates the polygons of the previous time.
Graph representation of topological changes
Topological changes in G are represented by a directed graph G(G). For example, changes shown in figure 1 are represented by the graph in figure 4 . Each link corresponds to a change from one polygon to another; polygons P 21 and P 22 changed into P 31 and P 32 at t 3 , respectively. Polygons connected with more than two links or only a single link are involved with topological changes: P 12 and P 13 were combined into P 22 at t 2 ; P 14 was divided into P 23 , P 24 , and P 25 ; and P 24 disappeared at t 3 .
Qualitative description of metric changes
Topological changes are not enough for use in urban analysis, because they provide only four representations of changes: generation, disappearance, union, and division.
To describe these changes in more detail, this subsection adds two more views of polygon changes: size and direction. This aims to incorporate verbal representation of metric changes such as``polygon A moves northeast'' or``polygon A expands from t 1 to t 2 ''. These representations are used even for unmovable polygons as if they actually move or change their shape (remember that in this paper I treat unmovable polygons whose changes are discrete). Suppose we have two overlapping polygons P ij and P i1Y k which belong to G i and G i1 , respectively. For the present we assume that neither of the polygons are involved with topological changes from t i to t i1 ; P ij is not divided into polygons at t i and P i1Y k is not a product of polygon combination at t i1 .
Let us first discuss changes in polygon size. Given P ij and P i1Y k , we want to know whether the polygon expanded or shrank. To this end, we propose two measures m e and m s defined by:
respectively, where A(P ) represents the area of polygon P (0 4 m e , m s`1 ). If P i1Y k is larger than P ij , m e shows a large value. Conversely, m s becomes large if P i1Y k is smaller than P ij . Both m e and m s have large values when P ij and P i1Y k are similar in size and their overlap is small. By using these measures, therefore, we can represent size change from P ij to P i1Y k . A slight change in size yields small values of m e and m s . In spatiotemporal analysis, especially in exploratory analysis, such a small change should be ignored to focus on significant changes. For this purpose we define a threshold value a and two binary variables e and s:
These variables are called size indicators hereafter. A change from one polygon to another is then classified into four categories as shown in figure 5 (see over). The category`unstable' indicates that both local expansion and shrinkage occur to a single polygon (figure 6, over). This category can be further divided; if both P ij nP i1Y k and P i1Y k nP ij are connected, we call the change`movement' [figure 6(a)]; otherwise we saỳ transformation' [figure 6(b)]. Classification depends on the choice of the threshold value a, and there is no definitive way of determining its`best' value. In exploratory analysis, it is recommended to attempt several values and to do analysis repeatedly because it helps to find interesting spatiotemporal patterns in polygon changes.
Let us turn to the direction of polygon change. Let C(P ij ) be the centroid of a polygon P ij . By rotating the orthogonal axes, whose origin is located at C(P ij ), by pa4, we divided the whole plain into four sections: the north, south, east, and west, denoted by N(P ij ), S(P ij ), E(P ij ), and W(P ij ), respectively [figure 7(b), over]. If polygons P ij and P i1Y k are not star-shaped with respect to C(P ij ), we draw tangent lines from C(P ij ) to these polygons [figure 7(c)] to form star-shape polygons Q ij and Q i1Y k [figure 7(d)]. We then define two measures for each direction; measures for the north, for example, are given by:
shrinking unstable 1 0 s 0 1 e stable expanding Figure 5 . Classification of size changes.
. Further classification of the category`unstable': (a) the change is called`movement' when both P ij nP i1Y k and P i1Y k nP ij are connected; (b) otherwise we say`transformation'.
Figure 7. Decomposition of a change with respect to its direction. (a) Polygons at t i and t i1 , (b) four sections of the whole plane, (c) tangent lines from C(P ij ) to P ij (dotted lines) and P i1Y k (broken lines), (d) star-shape polygons Q ij and Q i1Y k , (e) the polygon representing expansion to the north whose area is used for calculating the measure m These directional measures can be regarded as a decomposition of a change into four directions because:
The meaning of directional measures is quite similar to that of ordinary measures proposed earlier. For example, if Q i1Y k is larger than Q ij in the north section, m N e shows a large value. Therefore, expansion of a polygon to the north can be detected by calculating m In order to state explicitly significance of changes, we define direction indicators:
where D P fN, S, E, W g. Each pair of temporally neighboring polygons (P ij , P i1Y k ) has a set of eight binary variables fe So far we have assumed that P ij and P i1Y k are topologically stable from t i to t i1 . Permitting topological changes, we extend the above discussion to more general cases as follows [ figure 8(a) ]. For each set of polygons, G i and G i1 , we construct a Voronoi diagram for areas [ figure 8(b) ; Okabe et al, 2000, pages 186^189) . The Voronoi region of a polygon P ij is denoted by V(P ij ). We then calculate measures for P ij and P i1Y k , replacing P ij and P i1Y k with P ij V(P i1Y k ) and P i1Y k V(P ij ), respectively [figure 8(c)]. Equation (2), for example, becomes
Indicators are also calculated based on the revised measures.
P 21 V(P 11 ) Figure 8 . Topologically changed polygons: (a) polygons at t 1 and t 2 ; (b) Voronoi diagrams for G 1 and G 2 ; (c) division of polygons.
Analysis of changes
Both topological and metric changes are visualized through GIS. Defined as relationships between objects, they can be visualized by overlaying two temporally neighboring layers. Overlaps of polygons have an attribute indicating changes between two times. Topological changes can also be connected to individual objects in the form of binary variables named, say,`generation',`disappearance',`union', and`division'. For example, if a polygon P ij is divided into several polygons at i 1, the`division' attribute of P ij is set to 1. A polygon generated by a combination of polygons indicates`union' 1. Visualization of individual changes followed by visual analysis of their spatiotemporal distribution is a starting point of exploratory analysis. However, the amount of information conveyed by visualization is often too large for analysis. It is desirable to summarize information in order to extract interesting patterns of changes.
An important index is ratio of topological changes, which indicates the frequency of topological changes. This index is the ratio of polygons involved with topological changesöpolygons generated by`union' or transformed by`division'. One may also include`generation' and`disappearance' in this calculation.
In order to taken into account changes in size and direction, indicators e and s are summed up for each time period. For example, we calculate
)
and compare them in order to examine whether polygons at t i tended to expand or shrink. These variables can also be summed up for the whole period from t 1 to t m .
Analysis of histories
The methods proposed above treat polygon changes individually or as a whole. This approach is useful especially when the topology of polygons frequently changes. On the other hand, if polygons are topologically stable, a sequence of changes is a primary focus; in this subsection I analyze change sequences (see also Hornsby and Egenhofer, 2000) . In figure 4 we find several sequences of polygons without topological changes. For example, polygon P 11 does not change topologically until t 4 . Such a sequence of polygons that starts and ends with topological changes is called a history, and is represented as an ordered set of polygons, say, fP 11 , P 21 , P 31 , P 41 g, fP 14 , P 23 , P 33 g, fP 33 , P 41 g, and fP 25 , P 35 g. History is the basic unit for analysis of change sequences.
Similar to the ratio of topological changes, the length of histories which we call lifetime also works as a measure of frequency of topological changes. Figure 4 shows that polygon P 11 changes in to P 21 and P 31 successively, and is finally combined with P 32 and P 33 to become P 41 . Polygon P 11 is topologically stable from t 1 to t 4 , consequently its lifetime is 3. Polygon P 25 is generated by combination of P 14 and P 15 , and divided into P 44 and P 45 at t 4 . Therefore, its lifetime is 1. The mean and variance of lifetime in G(G) indicate how frequently topological changes occur in G(G).
A topological change involves several polygons; a polygon is generated by a combination of multiple polygons, whereas a division of a single polygon yields multiple polygons. Polygons, however, are not equally involved with a topological change. Consider polygon P 14 in figure 1. This polygon is divided into three polygons at t 2 : P 23 , P 24 , and P 25 . These three polygons are not equivalent with respect to the division of P 14 because the most part of P 14 changes into P 23 ; only a small part of P 14 overlaps with P 24 and P 25 . In general, the primary change is that from P 14 to P 23 , and other changes are relatively trivial; we should concentrate on the former and ignore the latter.
To this end, we decompose the graph G(G) into disconnected histories as follows. Take, as an example, polygon P 14 . By calculating the area of overlaps of P 14 and polygons in G 2 , we find AP 14 P 23 b AP 14 P 24 , ( 1 5 ) AP 14 P 23 b AP 14 P 25 .
( 1 6 ) From this we can say that P 14 was primarily changed into P 23 because P 23 has the largest overlap with P 14 . We then cut off the links from P 14 to P 24 and P 25 at t 1 , regarding these changes as negligible compared with that from P 14 to P 23 . This process is repeated for all of the polygons involved with topological changes (unions and divisions), which decompose G(G) into disconnected histories. The resulting graph is called decomposed graph denoted by G D (G) (figure 9).
Representation of histories is slightly modified in G D (G). Histories shown in figure 9 are represented as fP 11 , P 21 , P 31 , (P 41 )g, f(P 14 ), P 24 g, f(P 14 ), P 25 )g, and so forth. An element`,(P ij )' indicates that the polygon is absorbed into P ij ; the history ends with a union of polygons. On the other hand, an element`(P ij ),' shows that the history starts from division of P ij .
Each change, represented as a link in G D (G), has two sets of indicators: size indicators fe, sg, and direction indicators fe N , s N , e S , s S , e E , s E , e W , s W g. They allow us to classify histories by their elements. The following text discusses the classification of histories with respect to polygon size; they are classified into four categories ö`stable', expanding',`shrinking', and`unstable'öthe same categories as those used for classification of individual changes (figure 5). Classification based on change direction can be done in a similar way.
Let us consider two probabilities: . These values give the average ratio of expanding' and`shrinking' changes. Suppose a history in G, whose lifetime is l. Let n e and n s be the sums of indicators e and s in the history. A large n e implies that the polygon continually expanded, and the history should belong to the`expanding' category. If both n e and n s are quite small, the history can be labelled as`stable'. To state this classification explicitly, we introduce a stochastic process where indicators e and s independently follow binomial distributions of probabilities p e and p s , respectively. If n e is relatively large, that is,
( 1 9 ) the history is considered`expanding'. If
the history is labelled`shrinking'. Consequently, histories are classified as shown in figure 10 . Spatial distribution of histories is visualized as follows: (1) polygons composing a history are overlaid and combined into a single polygon; (2) classification of the history is attached to the polygon as its attribute; (3) spatial distribution of polygons is visualized with their attributes. This helps us to understand the global trend of histories. By replacing the left side of inequalities (19) and (20) This history contains a large number of`expanding' changes so that it is regarded as significantly`expanding'. In contrast to classification, this analysis stresses the local pattern of histories. It should be noted that the above classification of histories is based on the relative evaluation of changes; histories containing relatively many`expanding' changes are labelled`expanding'. Consequently, histories are divided almost equally into quarters. For classification on an absolute basis, we should replace p e and p s by some theorybased or arbitrary values. Absolute classification is useful especially for comparing spatial patterns of histories.
3 Spatiotemporal analysis of market areas of convenience stores In the previous section I proposed a method for analyzing changes in polygon distributions. To test the validity of the method, in this section I empirically analyze changes in market areas of a convenience-store chain in the Tokyo 23-ku area in Japan.
The source dataset used in the analysis in a telephone directory published monthly by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation which contains a list of retail stores and restaurants with their telephone numbers and addresses. The addresses of convenience stores were extracted in September every year from 1990 to 1998, and they were converted into geocoded data by address matching in ArcView 3.1.
Market areas of convenience stores were estimated from their locational data. Consumers are assumed to use the nearest convenience stores among those located within 400 meters. This assumption is supported by empirical studies in urban areas in Japan (Ichihara, 1995) . Market areas are then represented by polygons, that is, Voronoi regions of convenience stores clipped by buffer regions of distance 400 meters.
Most convenience stores belong to retail chains in Japan. From them I chose Family Mart, one of the biggest convenience-store chains. The number of Family Mart stores increased from 352 to 465 between 1990 and 1998, while the total number of convenience stores increased from 2070 to 3382.
Summary statistics are as follows. The ratio of topological changes is 6.7%, wherè generation' and`disappearance' are excluded in the calculation. This implies that polygons were topologically stable during this period, which is also supported by the average lifetime of polygons of 6.96. The number of changes labelled`expanding' or shrinking' are shown in table 1, which indicates that`shrinking' changes are almost twice as many as`expanding' changes; market areas of Family Mart had been shrinking. Individual changes and histories were then classified based on their size indicators; change direction is not a concern in market-area analysis. For the threshold value a we tried 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01, and the results for a 0X05 are shown in the following. Table. 1. The number of changes labelled`expanding' or`shrinking'. 1990 ± 91 1991 ± 92 1992 ± 93 1993 ± 94 1994 ± 95 1995 ± 96 1996 ± 97 1997 Figure 11 illustrates some classification examples. Classification of individual changes may seem too sensitive; a 5% change in size is visually unrecognizable but does affect the results. Classification of histories, on the other hand, seems quite reasonable; it agrees with our intuition.
Category Year
As indicated by the summary statistics, topological changes were rare in polygons representing market areas. I thus focused on histories rather than individual changes. Figure 12 shows the distribution of histories from 1990 to 1998, classified with respect to size change. In this figure we notice that polygons were relatively stable in the suburb of Tokyo, especially in the west. It seems that convenience-store chains had been in equilibrium in that region. On the other hand, polygons in the central region frequently changed their size. This implies that Family Mart had competed keenly with other chains. Histories labelled`expanding' are clustered in the northeast, where Family Mart had become powerful during 1990^98. The distribution of`unstable' histories is somewhat similar to that of`expanding' histories, although the former contains a Figure 12 . Distribution of histories from 1990 to 1998 classified by size change.
cluster in the middle north.`Shrinking' histories are scattered all over Tokyo without any distinct patterns. Histories of distinctive change patterns are shown in figure 13. They were detected by setting the left side of inequalities (19) and (20) to 0.95. Gray polygons indicatè significantly stable' histories, that is, polygons that had been almost unchanged in size from 1990 to 1998. They are scattered in the suburb of Tokyo, as`stable' histories shown in figure 12 . Although there are other distinctive histories, they are not numerous enough to be discussed in view of spatial pattern.
Concluding discussion
In this paper I have developed a method for analyzing changes in polygon distributions. I first proposed a method for deducing changes between polygon distributions of different times based on the principle of change without redundancy. The topological changes deduced are represented by a directed graph. Next, I developed a qualitative description of metric changes in polygons. This improves the representation of changes; they are evaluated with respect not only to topology but also to size and direction. Spatiotemporal distribution of changes is exploratorily analyzed through visualization and calculation of indices. In addition to individual changes, their sequences are of importance in analysis. Histories are described by numerical indices and classified based on their elements. By using the method proposed, I finally analyzed changes in market areas of a convenience-store chain in Tokyo, Japan. The empirical study revealed the spatial structure of changes on a global scale.
The methodology presented in this paper can be extended on several points. For example, inference of changes is based only on topology of polygons; polygons of different times are related to each other if, and only if, they spatially overlap. Though this inference rule assures operational efficiency, it may be too strong in some applications. An alternative is to consider polygons within a certain distance from another polygon. This connects polygons which do not necessarily overlap with each other, resulting in an increase of links in G(G). Another modification in the opposite direction is to determine a minimum area of overlap between polygons. This excludes rather unrealistic links between polygons that overlap very slightly, and consequently decreases links in G(G). History analysis can also be extended in various ways. In this paper histories are classified only by the sum of indicator values. However, if we take metric information of changes into account in history analysis, we can classify histories into finer categories. For example, the`shrinking' category can be divided further into`drastically shrinking' and`gently shrinking'. The order of changes can also be considered by using a statistical method proposed by Okabe (1982) . He proposes a method for analyzing the trend curve of a variable by using the order of peaks and bottoms in the function. By assuming a theoretical stochastic process, we can evaluate the significance of change orders and thus classify histories into finer categories. This provides a richer representation of histories such as`monotonously expanding ' and`vibrating'. In urban analysis, polygons are often treated as a group in change representation:`a cluster of polygons expands'',``polygons move northeast'', and so forth. These representations can be dealt with by using buffer operation or kernel smoothing in GIS (Bonham-Carter, 1994 , pages 139^176) which combines polygons into larger ones. Analysis of combined polygons instead of individual polygons provides a macroscopic viewpoint.
I finally discuss the limitations of the method for further research. First, I assume spatially exclusive and unmovable polygons whose changes are discrete. This implies that the method does not work well if polygons can move or changes occur continuously. Although these assumptions are almost reasonable in urban analysis, movable polygons and continuous changes will have to be considered in future research (Galton, 1995) . Second, in this paper I have described polygon changes with respect to topology, size, and direction. In urban analysis, however, a wider variety of verbal representations are used; they are concerned with distance, shape, perimeter, and so forth. An extension in this direction is also important.
